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PHYSICS OF THE AIR
a from the vertical through the sun, and distance r) illuminating 0. Clearly, then, the straight lines OPS and MS are parallel to each other, and the angle MOP, or arc MP} the difference in direction between the incident ray at M and the particular scattered ray therefrom that reaches 0. Hence, if the surface is dead white (unit albedo) and L its luminosity, we may write, from equation (1),
=     (1 + cos2 7) sin hdv
(2)
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FIG. 220.—Average brightness in millilamberts of a clear sky at Washington, D. C.    X,
Position of sun.
in which dV is the differential of the volume, n the number of molecules per unit volume, and k the constant, for monochromatic radiation,
|— — j •——    But, as explained, 7 = arc MP, hence,
A \       U       I     A*
cos 7 = sin h cos z + cos h sin z cos a.
Substituting this value of cos 7 in equation (2), and for dV its value r2cos h dadrdhy and integrating throughout the hemisphere, or from r = 0 to R, h = 0 to 7T/2, and a = 0 to 2?r, we get
j. __ knR-n- ,„          2 ,
"~     4
Under these conditions, the illumination of a horizontal surface, due to sky light alone, is a maximum when the sun is at the zenith, and a minimum—though only one-sixth less—when it is on the horizon.
The illumination of the unit horizontal surface by direct light from the sun is E cos z = EQ cos ze~*R = A2 cos zf, in which / = e~~€R and 6 = l&mfc/SA2.
Hence, the ratio of the sky illumination of a horizontal surface to its direct illumination by the sun on a clear day is
L      = _ 3 Iog/(5 + cos2 a) E cos z                64/ cos z

